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Abstract 
This paper proposes that eukaryotic cells, under severe genotoxic stress, can commit genoautot-
omy (genome “self-injury”) that involves cutting and releasing single-strand DNA (ssDNA) frag-
ments from double-stranded DNA and leaving ssDNA gaps in the genome. The ssDNA gaps could be 
easily and precisely repaired later. The released ssDNA fragments may play some role in the 
regulation of cell cycle progression. Taken together, genoautotomy causes limited nonlethal DNA 
damage, but prevents the whole genome from lethal damage, and thus should be deemed as a eu-
karyotic cellular defence response to genotoxic stress. 
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1. Introduction 
Both apoptosis (“self-killing”) and autophagy (“self-eating”) are cytoprotective responses to cellular stress, and 
work coordinately or independently to decide which cells live or die [1] [2]. Recently, we published a paper in 
which a new term, genome “self-injury” (autotomy), was first mentioned [3]. Originally, the term only referred 
to endonuclease dependent transcript cutout which is a hypothesis about the mechanism of DNA to DNA tran-
scription [3] [4]. However, after rethinking the role of genome “self-injury” in cell survival, we realised that ge-
nome “self-injury” is such a big concept that endonuclease dependent transcript cutout is only one type of ge-
nome “self-injury”. Therefore, in this paper, we would like to present a new thought on the role of genome “self- 
injury” in eukaryotic cells.  
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2. Genoautotomy: A Cellular Defence Response to Genotoxic Stress 
Genoautotomy is a new term created for genome “self-injury”, which implies defensive “self-injury” because 
autotomy, also called self-amputation, is defined as the shedding of a body part, which helps to prevent the 
whole animal from being compromised in response to external stimuli [5] [6]. We propose that like apoptosis 
and autophagy, genoautotomy could be another genetically programmed cellular defence response to genotoxic 
stress in eukaryotic cells, which is triggered by severe genotoxic stress caused by certain endogenous genotoxic 
factors (genotoxic subatances produced by cellular metabolism or obstacles encountered by genome architecture 
changes), or exogenous genotoxic factors (ultraviolet radiation, genotoxic agents, etc.). Genoautotomy only 
causes nonlethal DNA damage, which involves cutting and releasing single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) fragments 
from double-stranded DNA, and leaving ssDNA gaps in the genome. The process of this DNA damage can help 
to remove genotoxic agents or DNA lesions from the genome or to overcome the obstacles encountered by ge-
nome architecture changes during cell cycle progression, and thus prevents the whole genome from lethal dam-
age. The ssDNA gaps in the genome will be precisely repaired later. The fate of released ssDNA fragments, 
by-products of genoautotomy, could vary widely depending on their size, quantity, and sequence. Some might 
be completely degraded by ssDNA specific nuclease upon releasing from the genome; others might survive the 
nuclease by binding to ssDNA-binding proteins [7]; certain short free-form ssDNA fragments including those 
derived from partial nuclease digestion or programmed splicing of large ssDNA fragments could downregulate 
gene expression by binding to complementary ssDNA region of transcription site to block transcription or by 
serving as intrinsic antisense oligonucleotides to block translation. It is also possible that some small ssDNA 
fragments might serve as intrinsic mutation-contained primers involved in mutagenesis or natural directed 
mutagenesis and thus play an important role in eukaryotic evolution and drug resistance development [8].  

The genoautotomy proposed in this paper is supported by 4 types of research evidence. First, nucleotide exci-
sion repair (NER) is a ssDNA damage repair mechanism, which involves ssDNA lesion excision, releasing short 
or long lesion-contained ssDNA fragments [9]. This excision can be considered as a type of genome “self-injury” 
which contributes to the maintenance of genome integrity, therefore, NER belongs to genoautotomy. Second, 
anticancer agents, adriamycin and daunomycin, can induce ssDNA regions in nuclear DNA [10], and many long 
ssDNA molecules were found in the Chinese hamster cells treated by anticancer agent, hydroxyurea, which is 
confirmed by electron microscopy [11]. The ssDNA regions and ssDNA molecules produced by anticancer 
agents can be considered as the results of cellular defence response to the exogenous genotoxic agents as ssDNA 
gaps and released ssDNA fragments can help to remove the agents from the genome. Furthermore, the released 
ssDNA fragments could also slow down the progress of cell cycle progression, which is necessary for cell to go 
through tough times. Therefore, anticancer agent induced ssDNA regions and released ssDNA fragments could 
also be considered as a kind of genoautotomy. Third, one study showed that DNA isolated from Chinese ham-
ster ovary cells synchronized in G1 phase was found to contain ssDNA regions, separated by a distance of 100 
μm. The author emphasized that the ssDNA regions in the genome of G1 cells were demonstrated not to be the 
result of a low level of DNA replication nor to be an artifact of the isolation procedure [12]. It is reasonable to 
think that the ssDNA regions might be caused by genoautotomy that was triggered by unknown endogenous 
genotoxic factors. Fourth, our experimental results showed that Plasmodium falciparum produced certain cell- 
cycle-associated amplified genomic-DNA fragments (CAGFs) during cell cycle progression, and DNA interca-
lating agent, chloroquine, could induce the production of CAGFs [13]. Since CAGFs are easily degraded, they 
are thought to be ssDNA fragments produced by endonuclease dependent transcript cutout, which is a kind of 
genome “self-injury” [3]. Our research findings indicate that both exogenous genotoxic factor, such as chloro-
quine, and endogenous genotoxic factor (unknown) involve in triggering genoautotomy in P. falciparum. 

The main function of genoautotomy is to help the cells survive severe genotoxic stress. Therefore, small 
number of ssDNA gaps and released ssDNA fragments derived from genoautotomy will not cause cell death. 
However, severe genoautotomy might elicit cell growth arrest or cell death because too many ssDNA gaps 
might not be completely repaired on time, and unpaired ones might be further damaged into double strand 
breaks, which can trigger apoptosis [14]. Besides, too many ssDNA fragments might greatly downregulate genes 
that control cell cycle progression, and obstruct genome architecture changes, which could lead to cell growth 
arrest or cell death. One study has reported that introduction of ssDNA fragments into eukaryotic cells can in-
duce DNA damage as well as apoptosis signals [15].  

Taken together, genoautotomy (genome “self-injury”) is the process of programmed DNA damage in eu-
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karyotic cells, which prevents the whole genome from lethal damage, and thus should be deemed as a cellular 
defence response to genotoxic stress. However, genoautotomy is a double-edged sword, its initial function is to 
help the whole genome survive severe genotoxic stress, but excess genoautotomy could make the genome more 
vulnerable to further attacks, or even cause cell death. Some anticancer agents and chloroquine might exert their 
toxic effects by triggering excess genoautotomy. 

3. Idea for Further Investigation 
Genoautotomy proposed in this paper is a hypothesis. To validate this hypothesis, further investigation should be 
done. A simple experiment to prove the existence of genoautotomy in eukaryotic cells can be carried out in this 
way: a suitable cell line is treated with sub-lethal dose of genotoxic agent and then to check if ssDNA gaps in 
the genome and ssDNA fragments or molecules in the nucleus are increased. If both ssDNA gaps and ssDNA 
fragments are increased, then check if they are greatly reduced or completely disappear after withdrawal of the 
genotoxic agent. A wide range of techniques including PCR, immunological techniques and electron microscopy 
can be used in this experiment.  

Once existence of genoautotomy in eukaryotic cells is confirmed, the pathway underling genoautotomy should 
be comprehensively investigated. Presumably, genoautotomy might share some pathways with apoptosis and 
autophagy. A detailed investigation of the interplay among these three players might contribute to understanding 
of cellular defence functions and designing of efficient cancer therapy. 

Majority of ssDNA fragments produced by genoautotomy or derived from other origins (DNA replication, 
DNA repair and transcription site) will be degraded by ssDNA specific nuclease as too many ssDNA fragments 
inside the nucleus are harmful to the maintenance of genome integrity. However, since ssDNA binding proteins 
inside the nucleus can protect ssDNA fragments from nuclease degradation, the normal eukaryotic cells might 
maintain a low-level concentration of ssDNA fragments inside the nucleus as an adaptive trait. Under certain 
conditions, the ssDNA fragments could be released as a free form to exert their effects on cell cycle progression. 
Further study in this area might be able to identify a new mechanism of epigenetic regulation of gene expression 
in eukaryotic cells. 

4. Implications of Genoautotomy 
Like apoptosis (“self-killing”) and autophagy (“self-eating”), genoautotomy (genome “self-injury”) might be 
another important cellular defence function in eukaryotic cells. Uncovering the pathway underlying genoautot-
omy will enrich our knowledge of cellular functions and thus fundamentally contribute to life science research.  

5. Conclusion 
Based on some research findings, genoautotomy (genome “self-injury”), the process of programmed DNA 
damage, has been proposed in this paper, which could be deemed as a eukaryotic cellular defence response to 
genotoxic stress caused by endogenous or exogenous genotoxic factors. Further exploration in this area might 
contribute to understanding of genome protection, gene regulation, mutagenesis and the mechanism of action of 
some anticancer agents. 
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